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EUROPE – TURKEY, GREECE, RUSSIA 

Turkey � Turkish free speech advocates and 

journalists speak out against Twitter’s apparent 

cooperation with Ankara in the banning of particular 

Tweets and certain member’s profiles�  Twice every 

year� Turkey follows the same script as other 

nations and formally applies to Twitter to have 

Tweets removed and memberships banned�  

Turkey includes whatever Turkish legal judgment 

exists for each respective case�  In the second half 

of !"#$� Twitter removed content in relation to 

%"& of Turkey’s demands�  Overall� (! of the )% 

memberships that were removed by Twitter were 

from Turkey� as were #�)!" of #�*)! Tweets�   

 

The prevailing opinion among the free+speech 

activists is that Twitter is responding to last year� 

when the Turkish government shut down Twitter in 

Turkey for ! weeks� following government 

corruption allegations that were supported by leaks 

and criticisms disseminated on Twitter�  The 

Turkish government makes no secret of its 

frustration regarding the Turkish press and social 

media� which appear to be the only outlets still 

available to voice dissent against the 

administration of President Recep Tayyip Erdogan 

in modern Turkey� 

 

Greece
EU � On the evening of February !"� 

!"#%� Greece and the Eurogroup of euro+zone 

finance ministers� agreed to extend Greece’s 

second bailout� which was scheduled to expire on 

February !)� for four additional months�  This 

decision will be greeted with a sigh of relief from 

Greek government ministers and banking officials 

who have had the February !) date circled on their 

calendars for some time�  In reality� the deal that 

has been agreed to will come as a huge 

disappointment to the vocal and determined 

movement that the put the current government in 

Athens in power�  This movement is demanding 

that the bailout system be abolished and that 

austerity be left behind�  The government promised 

all manner of spending pledges� but the agreement 

to extend the bailout includes the requirement that 

by Monday� the Greek government must present a 

list of reforms it intends to institute under the terms 

of the bail+out extension�   

 

The European Commission� the European Central 

Bank� and the IMF must give their approval to the 

list of reforms� or the bailout extension collapses�  
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The Greek government will be obliged to make 

some painful choices over the weekend� probably 

including pension reform� an hot+button issue of 

one ever existed�  Greek President Alexis Tsipras 

and his Syriza Party� big winners in the last 

election� who campaigned on a borderline 

belligerent approach to the issue of Greek debt� are 

anticipating that the agreement will allow for a 

looser fiscal policy� and also allow Greece to use 

its national debt as collateral� two important points 

during negotiations�  But Greece is sitting on the 

hot seat�  In mid+March an IMF maturing Bond 

worth $#�8 Billion must be repaid� and recent tax 

revenues have plummeted�  Of the most concern 

to the average Greek� should be what happens in 

four months�  The European negotiating team� not 

surprisingly� is dominated by the Germans� who 

over the past month have been obliged to hear 

Germany compared to the Third Reich of Adolf 

Hitler�  The Syriza Party won control of the Greek 

government by fomenting such comparisons� and 

by promising that the days of Greek policy being 

driven by EU bean counters� was finished�  Of 

course� just the opposite is true�  Greece must rely 

on the short memory of the German members of 

the Commission� the IMF� and the Central Bank� if 

they have any hope a conciliatory attitude� 

 

Ukraine
Russia � As part of a continuing truce 

agreement� in effect while discussions take place 

between Ukraine� Russia� German and French 

officials� Ukrainian soldiers have evacuated the 

strategic city of Debaltseve�  This city has long 

been considered a lynch+pin to control of the entire 

southwest of Ukraine because of its location in 

between Luhansk and Donetsk� and the 

transportation nodes that intersect in the city�  

Although the Ukrainian Army evacuated in an 

orderly and efficient manner� it was the opinion of 

analysts that its ability to hold the city for much 

longer against the better+armed separatists was 

unlikely�  This development coincides with a 

scathing report issued in the United Kingdom’s 

House of Lords that accuses the government of 

Prime Minister David Cameron of being slow to 

react to Russia’s threats in the Ukraine�  Of great 

concern to NATO� the United States and its 

European Allies ?and certainly the Baltic States@� 

is the continued inability of the Ukrainian military to 

obtain substantial weapons and equipment 

support�  The Russian military has dropped all 

pretense regarding its support of the separatists� 

and is putting the Ukrainian Army� which consists 

of a large number of young� recent recruits� in the 

line of fire against the most modern of weaponry� 

including the Shmerch Multiple Rocket Launcher 

System�  The leaders of the Baltic States are 
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openly expressing concern about the lack of 

resource support from the International community� 

for the Ukrainian military� and no one can blame 

them for thinking ahead� 

MIDDLE EAST – IRAN / IRAQ 

Iran � Iranian President Hassan Rouhani continues 

his efforts to recognize and respect certain 

traditions of the Jewish faith� providing a glimmer 

of hope to Iran’s roughly *�""" remaining Jews�  

In an unexpected move� in December !"#$ 

Rouhani publicly recognized the sacrifice of Iranian 

Jewish soldiers in the IranBIraq War�  In another 

unexpected gesture of goodwill� the Rouhani 

government donated the equivalent of $$""�""" 

to Tehran’s only remaining Jewish Charity Hospital�  

On February $� !"#%� Rouhani announced that 

Jewish Students no longer had to attend class on 

the Sabbath�  Although in many instances� Jewish 

students were allowed to take Saturday off as a 

“day of rest”� in some instances� hardline 

communities forced the issue� and even required 

the Jewish students to operate equipment that 

doubly violated their Sabbath prohibitions�  Even 

though Rouhani’s efforts are welcomed in Israel 

and in the International community� it only 

highlights the continuing rift within the Iranian 

government�  The religious council that sits in Qom 

continues to issue degrees and speak for the 

Iranian people�  It was as recent as December 

!""( that a “Holocaust Denial Cartoon 

Competition” was held in Tehran and openly 

supported by then+President Mahmoud 

Ahmadinejad�  Conservative elements in the Israeli 

government believe these gestures are meant to 

coincide with intended negotiations between Iran 

and the United States� regarding Iran’s nuclear 

program�  

 

Iraq � Anti+U�S� rhetoric heats up as ISIL continues 

to lay siege to Baghdadi� the small community near 

the al+Asad Airbase� which is home to a number of 

U�S� and intelligence personnel who are training 

the ISF�  Rumors have started which accuse the 

United States of being in league with ISIL and 

providing support to the terrorist group in Mosul� 

These rumors probably originated in the hardline 

Shi’a community� where they have certainly caught 

on�  The Shi’a have always been susceptible to 

propaganda which alleges coercion between the 

Sunni community and the U�S� military�  During the 

Iraq War� this same development created a 

dangerous environment for U�S� soldiers in various 

Shi’a communities� including Sadr City� Hillah and 

Najaf�  On the military front� the anticipated 

offensive to retake Mosul is expected to begin any 

day with attacks on Tikrit by the Iraqi Army and 

Shi’a militias�       
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DISCLOSURES 

This material was produced by the Fournace Group for use by the recipient�  This is intended as general background research and is 

not intended to constitute tax� legal� or investment advice�  It has been prepared without regard to the individual circumstances and 

objectives of the person?s@ who receive it�  No part of this publication may be reproduced without the prior consent of the Fournace 

Group�  The views expressed that are the subject of this research report accurately reflect the author’s personal views as of the 

report’s publication date�  The evaluation of the geopolitical and economic risk factors may change subsequent to publication of this 

report�  The author assumes no responsibility to update the information contained in the report�  © !"#% The Fournace Group   

 


